
Wang Chinese II St. Michael-Albertville High School

Chinese II
Teacher

September 2022

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology
 CEQ:

● HOW DO I
COMMUNICATE IN
CHINESE?

● WHAT
KNOWLEDGE AND
UNDERSTANDING
CAN I GAIN
ABOUT CHINESE
CULTURE? 

● HOW DO I USE
CHINESE IN THE
COMMUNITY?

 How can I succeed in Chinese
II? What are the class
expectations & materials?

How will I learn more about
Chinese culture through
exploring the world around
me?

What have I learned so far?
1. To learn the
vocabulary and the
expressions to describe
the dates, times and

1. I can recognize all the
vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell
and the tones for each

1.. Questions of the
listening part are given to
evaluate the listening
comprehensions

! Far east Chinese for youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1
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How can I express them in
Chinese?

Chapter 8 My birthday

 1. Learn how to say months,
dates and years in Chinese.

2. Learn the expressions about
how to ask about today's dates,
yesterday's dates, one's
birthdays and one's age.    
 
3. Learn how to answer and
compose the question such as
asking what day of the week it
is today and what day of the
week is on certain days.

4. Learn a range of
time-expression vocabulary
such as months, days, years,
birthdays, and evenings. 

5. Learn the Chinese Zodiac
Animals.

Culture:

 1.Chinese Calligraphy practice

 2.Tang dynasty poem recite: XUE
JING

ages. 

2. Learn to use
question pronouns, " ji
hao"  to ask about what
today's date.

3. Can count the 12
months  in Chinese.

4. Can say the day from
Monday to Sunday in
Chinese.

5. Can ask someone
"what year were you
born?"" I can answer
this question in
Chinese.

6..Knowing the basic
about Chinese
calligraphy

vocabulary.

3. I know how to write
16 characters in Chapter
8.

4. I can answering
questions all in Chinese
characters.

5. I can ask and answer
when was my birthday.

6. I can ask and answer
what today is and what
day of the week is on
certain days.

regarding  months, dates
and  years.

2.. Sentence
rearrangement questions
are given to assess the
proper grammatical use
of " ji hao", "xingqi ji",
" nei yi nian".

4. Questions in filling in
the blank are given to
evaluate the proper
grammatical use of
measured words and
question pronouns such
as "ji yue ji hao" and
"xing qi ji".

5. Translation questions
from English to Chinese
are given to evaluate and
strengthen the proper use
of grammatical sentence
structures such as" ji yue
ji hao", " xing qi ji",  "ni
shu shen me".

6. A vocabulary test .

7. Chapter final test.

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide

4. Audio Resources-Far east
Chinese
 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama.org

8.The Four Treasures of the Study
www.runningpress.com
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3. Watch Chinese video "Shanxi"

 

8..Recited the poem
XUEJING

October

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology
 

Chapter 9 Speaking
Chinese

 1. To learn how to  talk
about language and how
people feel about learning
a language.

2. To learn the
expressions about how to
ask someone for help
learning how to do
something.

3. To learn how
to identify hobbies and
how people feel about
learning a hobby.

4. To learn about Chinese
instruments, songs,

 
1. To learn how to  talk
about language and how
people feel about learning
a language.

2. To learn the
expressions about how to
ask someone for help
learning how to do
something.

3. To learn how
to identify hobbies and
how people feel about
learning a hobby.

4. To learn about Chinese
instruments, songs,
dances and martial arts.

1. I can recognize all the
new vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell and
the tones for each
vocabulary.

3. I know how to write 18
characters in Chapter 8.

4. I can answering
questions all in Chinese
characters.

5. I can ask and answer
questions about languages
and how people feel about
learning a language.

6. I can ask and answer 

1. Listening practice.

2. Writing paragraphs.

3. Group work on
characters.

4. A vocabulary test .

5. Chapter final test.

 

! Far east Chinese for youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide

4. Audio Resources-Far east
Chinese
 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama.org
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dances and martial arts.

Culture:

Videos on Youtube

Chinese instruments
performing.

 

 

my hobby to other people.

7. I can tell people about
Chinese musical
instruments, songs, dance,
and martial arts

November

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology

 Chapter 10 Chinese
breakfast

1. Learn how to say all the
foods in Chinese.

2. Learn how to talk about
breakfast.  
 
3. Learn how to answer and
compose the question such as
asking  do you like to eat
breakfast?

4.. Learn how to ask people if

 

1. Be able to say all the
foods in Chinese.

2. Can talk about Chinese
breakfast.  
 
3. Answer and compose the
question such as asking  do
you like to eat breakfast.

 
1. I can recognize all the new
vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell and the
tones for each vocabulary.

3. I know how to write 18
characters in Chapter 10.

4. I can answering
questions all in Chinese
characters.

5. I can ask and answer

  
1.. A vocabulary test .

2.. Chapter final test.

3. Writing a paragraph

 

! Far east Chinese for youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide

4. Audio Resources-Far east
Chinese
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they ever tried Chinese
breakfast.

5. Review words: meitian,
tiantian, mei ge yue.

6. Review frequency words:
changchang, you shihou, hen
shao

Culture:

 Cooking Chinese food.

 

4.Know how to ask people
if they ever tried Chinese
breakfast.

 

questions about Chinese
breakfast.

6. I can tell people what
Chinese people like to eat for
their breakfast.

 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama.org

 

December

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology
 
Chapter 11 Fruit

1. Learn how to identify
and talk about  all the
fruit in Chinese.

2. Learn how to express
that one is angry or
happy.
 

 

1. Be able to identify and
talk about  all the fruit in
Chinese.

2. Can express that one is
angry or happy.

1. I can recognize all the
new vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell and
the tones for each
vocabulary.

3. I know how to write 20

 

1. vocabulary test .

2. Chapter final test.

3. Listening quiz

4.Speaking practice

! Far east Chinese for youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide
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3. Learn how to
answer and compose the
question such as asking
what  is your favorite
fruit?

4. Learn about the
Chinese fruit: Li Zhi

 

Culture:

Video: Chinese fruit  

 
3. Know how to answer and
compose the question such
as asking what  is your
favorite fruit.

 

 

characters of Chapter11.

4. I can answering
questions all in Chinese
characters.

5. I can ask and answer
questions about  
people's favorite fruit.

6. I can  ask people if they
are happy or angry

 
4. Audio Resources-Far east
Chinese
 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama.org

8.The Four Treasures of the Study
www.runningpress.com

January

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology
  Chapter 1 My school

 1. Learn how to say all
the foods in Chinese.

2. Learn how to talk
about breakfast.  
 
3. Learn how to
answer and

1. To learn the vocabulary
and the expressions to
describe the dates, times
and ages. 

2. Learn to use question
pronouns, " ji hao"  to ask
about what today's date.

3. Can count the 12 months 

1. I can recognize all the
new vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell and
the tones for each
vocabulary.

3. I know how to write 18
characters in Chapter 10.

1.. Questions of the listening
part are given to evaluate
the listening comprehensions
regarding  months, dates and 
years.

2.. Sentence rearrangement
questions are given to assess
the proper grammatical use of
" ji hao", "xingqi ji", " nei yi

! Far east Chinese for
youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide

4. Audio Resources-Far east
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compose the
question such as asking
what day of the week it
is today and what day
of the week is on
certain days.

4. Learn a range of
time-expression
vocabulary such
as months, days, years,
birthdays, and
evenings. 

 

 

  

 

in Chinese.

4. Can say the day from
Monday to Sunday in
Chinese.

5. Can ask someone "what
year were you born?"" I can
answer this question in
Chinese.

6.Knowing the basic about
Chinese caligraphy

4. I can answering
questions all in Chinese
characters.

5. I can ask and answer
questions about languages
and how people feel about
learning a language.

6. I can ask and answer  my
hobby to other people.

7. I can tell people about
Chinese musical
instruments, songs, dance,
and martial arts

nian".

4. Questions in filling in the
blank are given to evaluate
the proper grammatical use of
measured words and
questions pronouns such as
"ji yue ji hao" and "xing qi
ji".

5. Translation questions from
English to Chinese are
given to evaluate and
strengthen the proper use of
grammatical sentence
structures such as" ji yue ji
hao", " xing qi ji",  "ni shu
shen me".

6. A vocabulary test .

7. Chapter final test.

8..Recited the peom
XUEJING

Chinese
 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama
.org
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February

Content Skills Learning Targets Assessment Resources & Technology
 CEQ:

● HOW DO I
COMMUNICA
TE IN
CHINESE?

● WHAT
KNOWLEDGE
AND
UNDERSTAND
ING CAN I
GAIN ABOUT
CHINESE
CULTURE? 

● HOW DO I USE
CHINESE IN
THE
COMMUNITY?

 How can I succeed in
Chinese II? What are the
class expectations &
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materials?

How will I learn more
about Chinese culture
through exploring the
world around me?

What I have learned so
far? How can I experess
them in Chinese?

Chapter 2 Go to school
by school bus

 1. Learn how to identify
and talk about  all the
fruit in Chinese.

2. Learn how to express
that one is angry or
happy.
 
3. Learn how to
answer and compose the
question such as asking
what  is your favorite
fruit?

 

  

1. To learn the vocabulary
and the expressions to
describe the dates, times and
ages. 

2. Learn to use question
pronouns, " ji hao"  to ask
about what today's date.

3. Can count the 12 months 
in Chinese.

4. Can say the day from
Monday to Sunday in
Chinese.

5. Can ask someone "what
year were you born?"" Also
can answer this question in
Chinese.

 

1. I can recognize all the new
vocabulary.

2. I know how to spell and the
tones for each vocabulary.

3. I know how to write 20
characters of Chapter11.

4. I can answering questions all in
Chinese charcaters.

5. I can ask and answer questions
about  
people favorite fruit.

6. I can   ask people if they are
happy or angry.

1.. Questions of the
listening part are given
to evaluate the listening
comprehensions
regarding  months,
dates and  years.

2.. Sentence
rearrangement
questions are given to
assess the proper
grammatical use of " ji
hao", "xingqi ji", " nei
yi nian".

4. Questions in filling
in the blank are given
to evaluate the proper
grammatical use of
measure words and
questions pronouns
such as "ji yue ji hao"
and "xing qi ji".

5. Translation questions
from English to
Chinese are given to
evaluate and
strengthen the
proper use of
grammatical sentence
structures such as" ji

! Far east Chinese for youth 1

2. Far east Chinese for youth
workbook 1

3. Far east Chinese for youth
teacher's guide

4. Audio Resources-Far east
Chinese
 
5. www. cheng-tsui.com

6..www. yellowbridge.com 

7.www.
experiencechinese/panorama.org
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yue ji hao", " xing qi
ji",  "ni shu shen me".

6. A vocabulary test .

7. Chapter final test.

8..Recited the peom
XUEJING
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